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Form/Workflow Definition
Accessed via the Administration menu the Form/Workflow Definition is used to edit the form
design. Each module will contain at least one form with associated workflow steps. The forms
listed within the module contain the Name of the form and display a preview of the workflow
steps. Each of the forms can be opened and the design changed as required using the Form
Editor tools available.
Form Editor Tools are available to Administrators to create forms and to maintain existing forms
within the system. Form Editor includes many quick and easy to use tools. Depending upon the
design of your system the create form option may not be available.
It is recommended when creating new forms e.g. Inspection checklists that an existing form is
cloned and then updated as needed. Cloning an existing form will also copies existing workflow
and enables a more efficient and easier process to create forms.
Additional information regarding using the form editor tools can be found in the Form Editor
manual.
It is important to understand that some fields although available for editing should not be
changed due to them being linked to the Dashboard report widget. A list of all fields that shouldn’t
be changed can be found in this section and in the Basic Form Editor User Guide. As a Custom
user of the system the fields listed as being Dashboard dependent can be updated by a myosh
configurator to suit your requirements. Please note that there may be charges for this request.
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Clone Form
Clone Form is used when wanting to create a new form based upon an existing form. Instead
of creating the form workflow and design, a clone can be created and then amended as needed.
A cloned form will copy the workflow and design of the selected form. The Inspections module
is the most common use of the Clone Form function as it allows the Administrator to quickly
create an Inspection Checklist and then make changes to questions as required.
1. Select the required module from the drop down list.
2. Select the form from the list to Clone.
3. Select Clone Form.

4. Enter a Name for the form.
5. Update form as required using the Form Editor tools. See Separate Form Editor manual
for instructions.
6. Select Save.
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Scheduled Record Creation
Records can be automatically created on a regular time frequency. Scheduled Record Creation
is useful in the Inspections module as Inspections can be scheduled on a specified time
frequency. Any module can utilise the Scheduled Record Creation functionality although in
practical terms it is usually limited to Inspections and Actions if used for tasks.
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Create New Scheduled Record
1. Select Scheduled Record Creation from the Administration menu.

2. Select the New Scheduled Record button.
3. Select the module you are creating the Notification for from the drop down list, select OK.
4. Enter a name in the Schedule Name field.
5. Select Add Schedule Rule at the bottom of the form window.

6. Select the frequency required from the drop down list. Note the time is set to 24hour.
•

Daily will require to enter the time to create the record in the system.

•

Weekly will require to select the day of the week and time to create the record in
the system.

•

Monthly will require to select the day in the month and time to create the record
in the system.

•

Yearly will require to select the month, date in the month and time to create the
record in the system.

7. Select Prefill Field Values and complete the required fields to be populated each time
the record is created. Typically Person Responsible fields would be completed e.g.
Accountable or Assigned To.
8. Select Save.
9. Select Save to save the Scheduled Record Editor window.
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Edit a Scheduled Record
1. Using the drop down form list select the module for which you want to change the
scheduled record.

2. Select the scheduled record to open and edit.
3. Update the Schedule Rule as applicable.
4. Update the Prefill Field Values as applicable.
5. Select Save.

Delete a Scheduled Record
1. Using the drop down form list select the module for which you want to delete the
scheduled
record.

2. Select the scheduled record to delete and select Delete Scheduled Record.
3. Select Yes to confirm the deletion of the scheduled record.
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Record Notifications
Record Notifications are used to automatically send out event information when previously
defined condition(s) are met within any of the myosh modules. Creating a record notification
requires a series of steps to complete the process. The email template contains all of the content
that will be included in the notification. Notification conditions are used in order to trigger the
notification being sent. The steps on the following pages guide through the process of creating
Record Notifications.
•
•
•
•

Create Email Template
Create the Notification
Edit Conditions
Edit Notification Properties
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Create a Record Notification
1. Select Record Notifications from the Administration menu.

2. Select the module the record notification is to be created for from the drop down list.

3. Select E-mail Templates.
4. Select the module you are creating the Notification for from the drop down list

5. Select OK.
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The Email Templates window is displayed and will show existing Record Notifications
associated with the module. In the Email Templates window existing Templates can be
created, updated and deleted.
6. Select New Email Template.

An email template defines the content in the subject that is to be sent every time the record
notification is triggered e.g. Brief Description, Risk Category, Link to the record.
7. Enter the Template Name. Reference the type of notification it is going to be used for
e.g. Incident Category 4 Notification.
8. Enter the Subject to be shown in the notification. Usually the subject would contain both
free text and Variables from the document.
a. Type any free text that you would like to be included.
b. Select Add Variable and select the field to include. Repeat the process for
additional fields to include in the subject.
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9. Enter the Message to be shown in the notification. Usually the message would contain
both free text and Variables from the document e.g. site reference, responsible people
and due date.
c. Type any free text that you would like to be included.
d. Select Add Variable and select the field to include. Repeat the process for
additional fields to include in the message.

10. Select Save.
Once the email template has been created the next step is to create the Notification. Creating
the notification requires conditions to be set for when the notifications is to be triggered and
who the notification is going to be sent to.
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11. Select New Notification.

12. Select the module you are creating the Notification for from the drop down list, select OK.

The Notification Editor window will be displayed. The Notification Editor is used to define
the people who receive the notification, the conditions when the notification will be triggered
and any other notification properties.
13. Enter the Name of the Notification. Reference the type of notification e.g. Overdue
Action.
14. Select the Notification Type: Depending on the type selected the notification properties
will vary.
a. Triggered Notification.
b. Timed Notification.
c. Record Summary Notification.
15. In the Send To field select Add and enter the recipients of the Notification. Add names
from the following Address source options. Multiple names can be added selecting
Add each time.
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Input an Address

Used for external email notifications.

Select person(s) from the Select a name(s) from the User list.
system
Field value from the record

Select a field from the record e.g. person named in
Accountable or Supervisor field.

Group

Select a group to send the notification e.g. Safety Team.

Look up value from specific Select the module, module form, record, look up field
record
Look up value based on key Look up information found in a record using any module
field value
form.
Look up value based on Look up information found in a record matching a
Hierarchy
Hierarchy look up field.

16. In the Reply To field select Add and enter no-reply@myosh.com.
17. Follow the above steps for names to receive a Copy To.
18. Follow the above steps for names to receive a Blind Copy To.
19. Select the Template to be used in the notification.

The next step is to define the conditions when the notification is to be triggered. Notification
conditions can be based on a field in the record or hierarchy values.
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20. Select Edit Conditions.

21. Select Add Field Conditions.

•

Select which field condition needs to be met. The list available will change
depending upon the module the notification is for.

•

Select from the list contains, does not contain, is blank, is not blank.

•

Select further record detail condition as appropriate.

22. Add further conditions as required and in addition can be applied to Add Hierarchy
Conditions.
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When multiple conditions are listed there is the option to have the notification sent when any of
the conditions are met or when all are met. Select Match any condition or Match all
conditions as necessary.

23. Select OK.

Once the Conditions have been set the Notification Properties should be completed. The
notification properties available will vary depending upon the type of notification selected e.g.
Triggered, Timed or Record Summary.

24. Select Edit Notification Properties

25. Select the Notification delivery. E-Mail is the most common method selected. For Push
it will need to be first configured to make it available.
26. Select the Triggering event e.g. Record Progressed in workflow or Days of week to
trigger on.
27. Select the Triggering Workflow step e.g. Open or Completed status change.
28. Select OK.
29. Select Save.
The record notification has now been created and will automatically trigger based on the
conditions defined. The content of the notification will be sent as per the email template
associated with the notification.
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Removing Conditions
1. Open the Record Notification that you want to remove the condition(s) for.
2. Select Edit Conditions at the bottom of the form
3. Select Remove alongside the condition you want to remove from the list.

4. Select OK.

Deleting Notifications
1. Select the Record Notification that you want to
2. Double click the record notification that is to be deleted.
3. Select Delete Notification.
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Risk Matrix Definition
The Risk Matrix table that appears within the system can be updated by the System
Administrator. Changes can be made to the risk level definitions, likelihood and consequences.
Further information can be included for each type of likelihood and consequence and is displayed
when a person hovers over the corresponding risk rating. The Risk Level Definition shows the
different colour categories, name and description of the risk.
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Adding a Likelihood to the Risk Matrix
1. Select Add Likelihood.
2. Double click the newly created likelihood.
3. Enter a name for the likelihood and add description information. The description
information that is entered will be displayed when a person hovers over the
corresponding risk rating.

Adding a Consequence to the Risk Matrix
1. Select Add Consequence.
2. Double click the newly created consequence.
3. Enter a name for the consequence and add description information. The description
information that is entered will be displayed when a person hovers over the
corresponding risk rating.

Updating a Likelihood or Consequence
1. Double click the likelihood or consequence to update.
2. Edit the Name or Description information.
3. Select Save.

Deleting a Likelihood or Consequence
1. Double click the likelihood or consequence to delete.
2. Select Delete.
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Adding a Risk Level to the Matrix
1. Select Add Risk Level.
2. Enter a Name for the Risk Level.
3. Enter a Description of the Risk Level.
4. Select a Colour for the Risk Level.
5. Select a Text Colour.
6. Select the number category.

Editing a Risk Level to the Matrix
1. Double-click the Risk Level to update.
2. Edit the Risk Level as required.
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Users
Users contains all of the employee listings within a company. The User list contains both users
and non-users of the system. Depending on system setup there may be automated settings
setup to assign access to employees. The below information outlines the manual creation and
updating of user records.
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Create a New User
1. Select New User.
2. Complete First Name, Last Name and Email.
3. The Username field will populate with the email address.
4. Enter Employee ID.
5. Enter the Phone number as applicable.
6. Select the Occupation from the drop down list. If appropriate a Secondary Occupation
can also be selected.
7. Select en-AU as the Locale.
8. Select the Manager for the person as applicable.
9. Select if Login Required. Once Login Require a password can be set and the groups
for the person to be a member of can be selected from the drop down list.
10. Add a User Picture as applicable.
11. Select Hierarchy values for the person to be assigned to.
12. Select Create.

Reset Password
1. Double click the User to open the User Record.
2. Enter a new password in the Password field.
3. Retype the password in the Retype Password field.
4. Select Save.
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Adding Hierarchy Restrictions
Adding a value to the Hierarchy Access Restrictions will restrict the user to being able to view
records in a form that matches the hierarchy value that is listed in the restrictions box. The
purpose is to list hierarchy values they are supposed to have access to.
1. Open the User record to apply the Hierarchy Access restriction to.
2. Select Edit below the Hierarchy Access box.

3. Select the applicable values from the hierarchy that the user should have access to.
a. Single arrow will add the selected value to the list.
b. Double arrow will add all values within the selected hierarchy level.
4. Select OK.

As per the above example the Hierarchy Access would allow the user to have access to Bayside
Oil Terminal.
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Groups
Groups in myosh Viking are used to assign access and privileges within the modules. To begin
with a user is assigned an access level and as applicable additional group access.
Access levels are User, Power User and Admin. The group access assigned could be a group
that has privileges attached e.g. Supervisor or a group that is used to send notifications of system
updates e.g. Service Notification Recipients.
The information listed on the next few pages summarises each of the access levels and details
the privileges or definition of the default groups.
Note that the information contained within the Administration guide is for a generic build of the
myosh environment and doesn’t reference any configuration changes made.
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Group Definitions
Supervisor
Add names of people who will Investigate Incidents. The Supervisor field is selected when logging an
incident. The selected Supervisor is then notified of the logged incident and will open the Incident Report
and decide whether an investigation is required based upon the category of the incident.

Authoriser
Add names of people who will sign off on Incident Investigations. The Authoriser field is selected by the
person who is the Incident Supervisor once they have completed the investigation and are ready to sign
off the Incident.
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Injury Manager
Add names of people who will be required to view Injury Reports. The Injury Manager field is selected
in the Injury Report. The selected Injury Manager is notified of the logged Injury and will be able to
review the content of the Injury Report. Only Injury Managers and Admins can view the content of the
Injury Report logged.

Confidential Monitor
Add names of people who will be required to monitor an Incident if it is classified as Confidential or Legal
Privilege. Usually HR and other nominated select managers are listed in this group. The selected
Confidential Monitor is notified of the logged Confidential incident. Only the Confidential Monitors have
visibility of a Confidential incident.
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Hazard Accountables
Add names of people who will be required to be responsible for a Hazard. The selected person in the
Accountable field will receive a notification once the Hazard is submitted.

Contractor
Add names of people who will be required to work on the Contractor Management module.
Contractors have access to read, create and modify Users.

Designer
Add names of people who will be required to make changes to the module forms. Access to the Designer
Group enables a user to be able to view, modify and delete fields across all forms in the form/workflow
definition. In the Inspections module the ability to Clone the original template for other Inspection
checklists. Members of the Designer group are also able to create, read and modify Record Notifications.

Register Monitors
Add names of people who will be required to work on any of the registers in your myosh environment.
The group can be used to send out notifications.

Drug and Alcohol Monitors
Add names of people who will be required to work on the Drug and Alcohol Register. Only Admin and
Drug and Alcohol Monitors have access to the records in the register. The group can be used to send
out notifications as applicable.
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Service Notification Recipients
This is a generic group and can be used to add names as appropriate. Although the group doesn’t have
any reference within modules the group can be used to send notifications to.

Human Resources
This is a generic group and can be used to add names of people who are in Human Resources. Although
this group doesn’t have any reference within modules the group can be used to send notifications to.

Adding Users to a Group
Group Membership is updated via the individual User record. The instruction to add a user to a
Group is covered in the Users chapter.
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Access Control
The Admin, Power User and Admin groups are fundamental groups within the myosh
environment. A user should be added to at least Power User or User depending upon their role
in the system.
The Admin group is recommended to be limited to only system administrators.
Specific access across modules is referenced below in the Access Control for modules and
registers tables. Add users to additional groups as required.
Definitions for group is listed on the following pages.
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Module Access Control
Create

View

Edit

Delete

Incident Reporting

A, PU, U

A, PU, U

A, PU, U

A

Actions

A, PU, U

A, PU, U

A, PU, U

A

Hazards

A, PU, U

A, PU, U

A, PU

A

Injury Management

A, PU, U

A, PU, U

A, PU, IM

A, IM

Risk Assessment

A, PU, U

A, PU, U

A, PU

A

Documents

A, PU, U

A, PU, U

A, PU, U

A

Inspections

A, PU, U

A, PU, U

A, PU, U

A

Job Safety Observations

A, PU, U

A, PU, U

A, PU

A

Corporate Risk Register

A, PU

A, PU

A, PU

A

Training Records

A, PU

A, PU, U

A, PU

A

Contractor Management

A, PU

A, PU, U, CO

A, PU, CO

A

Field Observations

A, PU, U

A, PU, U

A, PU, U

A

SWMS

A, PU, U

A, PU, U

A, PU, U

A

Permit to Work

A, PU, U

A, PU, U

A, PU, U

A

Non-Conformance

A, PU, U

A, PU, U

A, PU

A

Quality

A, PU, U

A, PU, U

A, PU

A

Alerts

A, PU

A, PU, U

A, PU

A

Health Management

A, PU, U

A, PU, U

A, PU, U

A

Meetings
Work Hours
Change Management
Diary

A, PU, U
A
A, PU, U
A, PU, U

A, PU, U
A
A, PU, U
A, PU, U

A, PU, U
A
A, PU, U
A, PU, U

A
A
A
A

A – Admin
PU – Power User
U – User
IM – Injury Manager
CO – Contractors
DA – Drug and Alcohol Monitors
Note: The section access visibility will be dependent upon the workflow status of the record
and other section settings.
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Registers Access Control

Equipment Maintenance
Waste Disposal
Asbestos Register
Chemical Register
Classified Equipment
Register
Drills and Exercise
Register
Drug and Alcohol
Register
Electrical Equipment
Register
Fire Extinguisher
Register
First Aid Register
Ladder Register
Lifting Equipment
Register
PPE Register
Plant Equipment
Register
Vehicle Register

Create
A, PU
A, PU, U
A, PU, U
A, PU, U
A, PU, U

View
A, PU, U
A, PU, U
A, PU, U
A, PU, U
A, PU, U

Edit
A, PU
A, PU, U
A, PU, U
A, PU, U
A, PU, U

Delete
A
A
A
A
A

A, PU, U

A, PU, U

A, PU, U

A

A, DA

A, DA

A, DA

A, DA

A, PU, U

A, PU, U

A, PU, U

A

A, PU, U

A, PU, U

A, PU, U

A

A, PU, U
A, PU, U
A, PU, U

A, PU, U
A, PU, U
A, PU, U

A, PU, U
A, PU, U
A, PU, U

A
A
A

A, PU, U
A, PU, U

A, PU, U
A, PU, U

A, PU
A, PU

A
A

A, PU, U

A, PU, U

A, PU, U

A

A – Admin
PU – Power User
U – User
IM – Injury Manager
CO – Contractors
DA – Drug and Alcohol Monitors
Note: The section access visibility will be dependent upon the workflow status of the record
and other section settings.
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Administration Access
Admin

Read Basic Form/Workflow Definition – All Modules
Read Record Notifications
Read Hierarchies
Read Users
Read Scheduled Record Creation
Read Occupations
Read Training Management (if Training Records module available)
Create Basic From/Workflow Definition – Inspections
Create Hierarchies
Create Users
Create Scheduled Record Creation
Create Occupations
Create Training Management (if Training Records module available)
Modify Basic Form/Workflow Definition – All Modules
Modify Record Notifications
Modify Users
Modify Scheduled Record Creation
Modify Occupations
Modify Training Management (if Training Records module available)
Administrate Layout Dashboard
Delete Fields – All modules

Power User

Create Users

Users

Read Users
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Hierarchies
Hierarchy types are defined within a system to suit individual business requirements. Once the
myosh system is setup it would be the values contained within the hierarchy that are updated
e.g. a new site or department.

Create a New Hierarchy Type
1. Select New Hierarchy Type.
2. Enter a Name for the New Hierarchy Type.
3. Select the checkbox if it Depends on parent. The parent is assumed to be the value
with the next lowest weight. If the current hierarchy type has a weight of 5, the hierarchy
type with a weight of 4 will be the parent.
4. Enter a Weight for the Hierarchy type. A weight value is used to order the hierarchy
levels. The lowest value weight is displayed first.
5. Select New Value to define the values with the hierarchy level.
a. Enter the name of the hierarchy level value
b. Select OK.
c. Repeat step 5 for all hierarchy values contained within the level.
6. Select Create.

Archive a Hierarchy Type
If a level of the hierarchy is no longer required it can be archived. Once archived it will no longer
be visible in new records that contain a hierarchy section.
1. Select the Hierarchy Level to Archive
2. Select Archive Hierarchy Type.
3. Select Yes to confirm.
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Hierarchy Restrictions
Each individual User can have a hierarchy restriction applied to their User record. The purpose
of the hierarchy restriction is to restrict access to records other than what is relevant to the User.
In some circumstances it may be relevant to restrict access to site specific records and in this
instance hierarchy restrictions can be applied to enable this.
Applying a hierarchy restriction to a User will result in the restriction of records across all
modules. There are instances when this may not be required and the restriction can be lifted for
certain fields within a record. See information on the following pages for instruction to complete
this.
Applying hierarchy restrictions based upon one level of the hierarchy is the recommendation.
Applying more than one hierarchy restriction to a User record can be achieved although it often
leads to issues with data access. Thorough testing of restrictions is advised prior to using the
system.
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Applying a single Hierarchy restriction to a User record
1. Open the User record to apply the hierarchy restriction to.
2. In the hierarchy access area of the user record select Edit.

3. Select the level of hierarchy that the User is going to be restricted to e.g. Department.

4. Select the value of the hierarchy to restrict to e.g. OH&S.

5. Select the single right arrow to move the selected site to the list.
6. Select Ok.
In the above example the User record will now be restricted to being able to log and view records
across all modules that relate to the Department OH&S.
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Applying more than one Hierarchy restriction to a User record
1. Open the User record to apply the hierarchy restriction to.
2. In the hierarchy access area of the user record select Edit.
3. Select the level of hierarchy that the User is going to be restricted to e.g. Site.
4. Select the value of the hierarchy they are to be restricted to e.g. Head Office.
5. Select the single right arrow to move the selected site to the list.
6. Repeat the above steps for another restriction e.g. Department and Maintenance.
7. Select Ok.
In the above example the User record will now be restricted to being able to log and view records
across all modules that relate to Site Head Office and Department Maintenance. It is important
to be aware that when more than one hierarchy restriction is put in place the restriction will apply
to the highest level of the restriction needing to be selected in order to log the record or view the
record. In this case if a record was logged at Site Head Office with Department Maintenance
the records would be visible. However, if a record was logged at Site Head Office with the
Department as Corporate the record would not be visible to the User. This is because the
restriction takes effect from the highest level which is the Department.
This would lead to being only able to log records that are both at the Maintenance Department
and Head Office Site. Records visible would only show if Department Maintenance was selected
and Site Head Office. If there had been an incident logged and the Department was
Administration and the Site Head Office the record would not be visible based on the above
scenario.

Removing Hierarchy Restrictions in a field
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Occupations
Occupations is used to assign a role to an individual. Assigned Occupations may be used for
Record Notifications to identify recipients of notifications to. Assigning Occupations to a User
record is important when using the Training Records module as mandatory training requirements
can be assigned based upon Occupations as well as Hierarchy levels.
If an occupation is not listed it can be created as a new occupation in the Occupations tab of the
Administration menu. Once the occupation has been created it will appear in the Occupation list
to then associate with a User record.
The Occupation tab provides the ability to have an Occupation inherit Group(s) access and
Hierarchy Access. For example, if the OHS Advisor Occupation listing has been assigned to
Supervisor, Authoriser and Confidential Monitor groups, then a User who has OHS Advisor as
their Occupation in the User record will automatically inherit access privileges to those groups.
The same can be applied with Hierarchy Access.

Create an Occupation
1. Select New Occupation.

2. Enter a Name for the New Occupation.
3. Select Group(s) the Occupation is available to in the drop down Groups menu.
4. Select Edit in the Hierarchy Access if the Occupation is to be available to a level of the
hierarchy.
a. Select from the list of Hierarchy levels to apply the occupation to.
b. Select the specific value(s) from the Hierarchy e.g. Production.
c. User the single arrow to move over the selected value, or use the double arrow
to move all values in the list.
5. Select Create.
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Import Occupations
1. Select Occupations from the Administration menu.

2. Select Template from the Export link.

3. Select the link to download the Template.

4. Complete a list of Occupations within the Name column of the Occupation Template.

5. Save and Close the Occupation Template.
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6. Select Import from the Occupation tab menu.

7. Drop the import file into the Import User File section or use the browse button to attach
the file.

8. The attached file will show in the Import Occupation table and include the creation date
and the User that completed the import. For any subsequent Occupation imports the
Occupation table will show details of the date it was created and also the name of the
User that completed the Import.

9. Select OK.
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Apply Group and Hierarchy Access to an Occupation
1. Create an Occupation record or Open an existing Occupation record that you are
wanting to update.
2. Enter the Name of the Occupation.
3. Select the Group(s) from the drop down menu to apply to the Occupation as applicable.

4. Select Edit in the Hierarchy Access to apply to the Occupation as applicable.

5. Select OK.
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Training Management
The Training Management tab will only be visible to those environments that have the Training
Records module. The Training Management module enables the recording of all types of training
to be recorded. Each type of training is referred to as a competency. A competency can be
assigned mandatory or desirable to Occupations. A competency can also be a requirement
based on specific hierarchy values.
Once competencies have been created each person’s training record will show the required
training applicable to them based upon their occupation, hierarchy or both.

Create a Competency
1. Select New Competency.

2. Select ignore hierarchy access to deselect the option. The options is deselected If the
competency is applied to certain hierarchy specifics. Complete the hierarchy values
which are relevant to the competency. The ignore hierarchy access checkbox can be
left selected if there are no hierarchy restrictions.
3. Complete the Competency Name.
4. Complete the Provided By.
5. Complete the Training Time from the drop down list.
6. Complete the Cost if applicable.
7. Complete the Test Method from the drop down list.
8. Enter the Proficiency if applicable.
9. Select the Occupations the competency is Mandatory to as applicable.
10. Select the Hierarchy values the competency is Mandatory to as applicable.
11. Select the Occupations the competency is Desirable to as applicable.
12. Select the Hierarchy values the competency is Desirable to as applicable.
13. Select Create.

Updating a Competency
1. Double click the competency that requires updating
2. Edit the Details and Occupation/Hierarchy requirements as applicable.
3. Select Save.
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Logs
In the event of the following operations failing the following errors are logged in the Logs tab.
•
•
•

Email Received in the ongoing failure to process message.
Scheduled Record creation failure.
Newsletter/Summary email notification failures.
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Import Users
The Import of an employee file is a process that is completed by the system Administrator. An
access level of Admin is required in order to complete the task of importing employees and
users.
A list of all employees is stored within the User tab. The User tab contains a list of all employees
irrespective of whether they have access to the myosh system or not. A list of all employees is
stored in the system even if they don’t have access to myosh so that their name can be
associated with records as appropriate. An example of this would be in the case of an Incident
Report with a Classification of Injury so that they can be selected as being involved in the
incident. Another example would be for the Training Records module. Including employees who
do not have access to myosh enables their training records to be updated and maintained.
The guide includes the following:
•

Import a list of employees using the User template

•

Manage unprocessed emails

•

Useful to know information
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Import Users
1. Select the Users tab from within the Administration menu

2. Select Import.

3. The first step of the import process is to download the template. Select Download
Template.
4. Once the Excel spreadsheet has downloaded complete the fields in the spreadsheet.
a. Fields marked with an asterisk * must be completed.
b. Values already present in the myosh system can be selected from the drop down
arrow in a cell e.g. hierarchy values.

•

The value of True is used for Yes and the value of False is used for No.

5. Save the template and close Excel.
6. In the Import Users dialog select Next to go to step 2 Password.
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7. Select Automatically Generate Passwords to automatically generate passwords.
Alternatively if this box is not selected ensure that you have entered a password for
employees that have been identified as having a login to myosh in the User Template.xls
file.

8. Select Next.
9. Each User imported will receive an automated registration email with their login details.
Select Send Registration Emails to notify those that have logins to myosh with their
Username and Password details. If the Send Registration Emails is not selected the
registration emails are stored in Unprocessed Emails and can be released when ready
to issue logins to Users. This step is covered in the Unprocessed Emails section.

10. Select Next.
11. During the import process the system will check and update users that already exist.
Select the field that should be used to check for an existing user e.g. Username or
Employee ID. If no existing user record found a new user record will be created.
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12. Select Next.
13. Drop the import file into the Import User File section or use the browse button to attach
the file.

14. After attaching the spreadsheet a summary will include the number of records imported.
Any errors in the input data will be summarised giving the row number and field name.
Errors can be corrected from within the User record or fix the errors in the spreadsheet
and import the data again.

15. Select Next.
16. The Summary tab will provide information of the imported User data.
17. Select Finish.
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Unprocessed Emails
If during the import process the option to Send Registration details was not selected then any
employees that were identified as having a login to myosh will be stored in the Unprocessed
Emails section. Login details can be sent to users at any time by releasing the email for the
user. Any unprocessed emails that are released will all be released. It is not possible to release
some emails and not others.

Follow the steps below to release emails from the Unprocessed Emails section.
1. From the Users tab of the Administration menu select Unprocessed Emails.

2. Select Release Emails to send the Registration Emails. Selecting to Release Emails
will show a dialog box indicating the status of the process. The Stop button can be
selected if the process is to be halted. A series of Registration Emails may have already
been sent.

3. Select Delete Emails to remove the list of registration emails not sent. If this option is
selected by mistake the password will need to be reset to then send a Registration
Email to the user.
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Useful to Know
1. Hierarchy restrictions can’t be assigned in the User Template file.
2. UNID_DOMINO KEY is not required to be completed.…………………………………...
3. The Locale relates to the Language in the myosh environment. Selections available to
your environment will be available in the list. The standard value to enter is en-AU for
Australian
English.……………………………………………………………………….
4. Access Levels should be assigned in the Groups column of the User Template file e.g.
Power User, User or Admin. Additional Groups should be assigned within the individual
User record once the records have been imported.
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Importing Data
The Import of module data is a process that is completed by the System Administrator. An
access level of Admin is required in order to complete the task of importing data into a module.
The import process is completed via an Excel template which gives the option to include details
of existing records. This allows updates to be made to the existing records in the system. Each
record must be entered on a separate row. The layout or format of the template can’t be
changed. The maximum number of records to import is 6000.
Once the existing data from external sources is imported into the applicable myosh module the
data can be utilised to create reports and provide analysis of your data.
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Import Data
1. Select the module to import data into and select Import from the menu.

2. The first step of the import process is to download the template. Select Download
Template.
•

Select Yes if existing records are to be included. If Yes is selected the template
will automatically include the records to update within the template.

•

Each record should be entered on a separate row.

•

Do not modify the template layout or format.

•

Maximum number of records to import is 6000.

•

Fields marked with an asterisk * must be completed.

•

Values already present in the myosh system can be selected from the drop down
arrow in a cell e.g. hierarchy values.

• The value of True is used for Yes and the value of False is used for No.
• Do not enter into the Record ID column. The column will show a record ID if
records have been exported. Leave blank for new records being added into the
system as a record number will automatically be assigned when the file is
imported.
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3. Select to Save the template and Close Excel.
4. Select Next to move to step 2 Notifications.
5. Select Send Record Notifications if notifications are required to be generated when the
records are imported. The process of importing will take longer if the option to send
notifications is selected.

6. Select Next to move to step 3 Settings.
7. Select Ignore Missing Values and Validation Failures as applicable. Any rows or
records that contain hierarchy or field values that do not match the values in the form will
be rejected. By selecting Ignore Missing Values and Validation Failures the import
process will ignore any errors and create the record. The consequence of this selection
could be that some records have missing fields or incorrect hierarchy data. Dashboard
data may be impacted if the error relates to filters and hierarchy values.

8. Select Next to move to Step 4 Upload.………………………………………………………..
9. Drop the import file into the Import User File section or use the browse button to attach
the file.

10. After attaching the spreadsheet a summary will include the number of records imported.
Any errors in the input data will be summarised giving the row number and field name.
Errors can be corrected from within the User record or fix the errors in the spreadsheet
and import the data again.
11. Select Finish.
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